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We prove the existence of a nontrivial solution for a nonlinear elliptic problem
&2u=+u+a(x) g(u) with Dirichlet boundary condition on a bounded domain,
where g is superlinear both at zero and at infinity, a(x) changes sign and +>0.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we seek nonzero solutions for
&2u=+u+a(x) g(u), u # H 10(0), (P)+
where 0/RN (N2) is a bounded, connected open set with C1, 1 bound-
ary, a # C2(0 ) changes sign in 0, +>0 is a real parameter and
g # C1(R; R) has a superlinear behavior both at zero and at infinity.
For small values of +, the existence of positive solutions for (P)+ was
proved by several authors, see, e.g., [1, 2, 5, 7, 8] and their references. The
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existence of infinitely many (possibly sign changing) solutions was proved
in [1] for odd functions g and in [4] for a class of perturbations of odd
functions, for (nearly) every +. In [1, 3, 5] the authors exhibit numbers
+ >0 depending on a such that the problem has several nonzero solutions
for +<+ . We also mention that the corresponding ordinary differential
equations with periodic boundary condition was studied in [9].
Here we let +>0 in (P)+ be arbitrarily large. In order to motivate our
result, denote
0& :=[x # 0 : a(x)<0] and 0+ :=[x # 0 : a(x)>0].
In [1, 3, 4] it is assumed that a has a ‘‘thick’’ zero set, namely that
0+ & 0&=<. That assumption is crucial in the arguments employed
there in order to obtain the PalaisSmale compactness condition. Here we
concentrate on the case where the zero set,
00 :=[x # 0 : a(x)=0],
has Lebesgue measure zero (this follows from assumption (H2) below).
Our interest is motivated by the result of [7], where the case +<+1 is
treated, and by an example in [3] where the authors exhibit a sequence of
functions an and numbers +*n for which, under some assumptions on g,
problem (P)+ has a nonzero solution for +<+*n . We can see in that
example that the measure of the zero set of an tend to zero as n   and
also that +*n  . This suggests our Theorem 1 below.
We also mention that, contrarily to [1, 3, 4] and similarly to [7], we
do not assume g to be a quadratic perturbation of a power function
|u| p&2 u. In particular we allow quadratic perturbations of functions
|u| p&2 u+|u|q&2 u with 2< p, q<2* :=2N(N&2). As explained in
[1, 3], this creates difficulties in establishing the required compacity for
problem (P)+ , see Section 1.
Let (+i) i1 be the increasing sequence of the eigenvalues of
(&2, H 10(0)), &(x) the unit outward normal of 0 at the point x # 0 and
denote by ( } , } ) the inner product in RN. We prove the following.
Theorem 1. Assume 0+{<, 0&{<, 0& is locally Lipschitz and,
for some =>0, l>0, 2< p<2*, k # N,
(H1) ({a(x), &(x))0 for all x # 0 such that a(x)0 and
dist(x, 00)<=;
(H2) {a(x){0, for all x # 00;
(H3) +k<+<+k+1 ;
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(H4) g$(0)= g(0)=0;
(H5) lim |u|   g$(u)( p&1) |u| p&2=l.
Then problem (P)+ has a nonzero solution.
We point out that (H1) holds trivially in the situation where a does not
vanish on 0. This includes the quoted example in [3]. That situation,
together with assumptions (H2), (H4) and (H5) was also considered in [7]
in finding positive solutions for (P)+ with +<+1 . In fact in [7] condition
(H5) is replaced with limu  + g(u)u p=l>0 for 2< p<(2N+1)(N&1).
Observe that here we allow p<2N(N&2). On the other hand, (H1) also
holds in the simple example where 0 is a ball centered at the origin and
a is a linear projection; in this case ({a(x), &(x))0 for every x # 0 such
that a(x)0.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. First, we
apply a local version of the linking theorem [14, 15] to a suitable sequence
of truncated problems. An inspection of the proof in [14], together with
the results in [13], allow us to establish the existence of a sequence of solu-
tions satisfying additional estimates (independent of the truncation) either
on the energy level or on their Morse index. The bounded energy case and
the bounded Morse index case will require different technical arguments.
In both cases we will show that the above mentioned bounds lead to L
estimates. In order to treat the bounded Morse index case we shall combine
the blow-up arguments in [6, 7, 10] with a careful analysis of the limiting
problems. Similarly to [6], we shall achieve our goal by combining spectral
analysis (boundedness of the Morse index) with estimates which are reminis-
cent of the Pohoz$ aev identity (see, e.g., [19]).
In proving Theorem 1 we were led to the study of nontrivial bounded
solutions of elliptic equations in RN. In particular, in Section 4 we state
some nonlinear Liouville type theorems which may be useful in other
situations.
1. A MODIFIED PROBLEM
We seek for nonzero critical points in H :=H 10(0) for the energy func-
tional associated to problem (P)+ . The norm in H is given by &u& :=
&{u&L2(0) .
Since a changes sign, the superquadratic term of the functional is
indefinite and it is not clear whether one can split H in linear subspaces in
such a way that a minimax procedure applies. In addition, the Palais
Smale condition for the energy functional does not seem to follow readily
from our assumptions. In order to overcome these difficulties we study a
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truncated problem as follows. Without loss of generality we assume l=1
in (H5).
Let aj  + be any sequence and q # ]2, p[ be a fixed number close
enough to p so that
3
q&2
p&2
>1,
p&1
q&1
>
2
3
,
p&q
q&1
<
1
3
, and p&q<1. (1)
Define
A j |u|q&2 u+B j , for u&aj ;
gj (u) :={g(u), for |u|aj ;Aj |u|q&2 u+Bj , for ua j .
The coefficients are chosen in such a way that gj is C1. We list the relevant
properties of g and gj . The corresponding proofs are given in Section 5. We
let G(u) :=u0 g(!) d!, Gj (u) :=
u
0 gj (!) d!.
(A1) For every =>0 there exist j0 # N, C>0 such that, for every
j j0 , u # R,
g(u) u&qG(u)\1&qp&=+ g(u) u&C,
gj (u) u&qG j (u)\1&qp+=+ gj (u) u+C.
(A2) For every j # N and % # ]q, p[ there exist =>0, C>0 such that,
for every u # R,
g(u) u&%G(u)= |u| p&C,
%Gj (u)&gj (u) u= |u|q&C.
(A3) There exist C1 , C2 and j0 # N such that, for every j j0 , u # R,
gj (u) uC1 |u| q&C2 .
(A4) There exist A, B, C>0 and j0 # N such that, for every j j0 ,
u # R,
Agj (u) u&CGj (u)Bgj (u) u+C.
Consider the modified problem
&2u=+u+a+(x) g(u)&a&(x) gj (u), u # H 10(0), (P)+, j
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where a+ :=max[a, 0], a& :=a+&a. The energy functional is given by
Ej (u)= 12 |
0
( |{u|2&+u2)&|
0
a+G(u)+|
0
a&Gj (u)
for u # H :=H 10(0). The regularity and the subcritical growth of g imply
that Ej # C2(H ; R), {Ej&Id is compact and also that D2Ej (u)&Id is com-
pact for every u # H.
A nonzero critical point for Ej is obtained by applying the local linking
theorem of Liu and Li [14] (see also [15, Th. 2] or [16, Th. 9.6]). The
following auxiliary result is probably known. Since we could not find a
precise reference, we present a quick proof pointed us by Luc Tartar, to
whom we acknowledge. Let (.i) i1 be the sequence of eigenfunctions
associated to the eigenvalues (+i) i1 .
Lemma 2. Let |/0 be any open subset of the connected open set 0 and
:i # R, i=1, ..., m. If  :i .i=0 in | then :i=0 for all i=1, ..., m.
Proof. (1) Given + # R and any open balls Br1(x0)/Br2(x0)/0, the
unique continuation property implies that if &2u=+u in Br2(x0) and u=0
in Br1(x0) then u=0 in Br2(x0). An elementary connectedness argument
then shows that if &2u=+u in 0 and u=0 in | then u=0 in 0. As a con-
sequence, we may already assume that +i {+j for every distinct
i, j # [1, ..., m].
(2) Successive applications of the operator &2 in the identity of the
lemma yield i :i+ki .i=0 in |, for every k=0, ..., m&1. In particular, for
any given numbers ;0 , ..., ;m&1 ,
:
i, k
;k: i+ki .i=0 in |.
The matrix with A=[aik] with entries aik=+ki has a non zero determinant
>i> j (+ i&+j). Therefore, given j # [1, ..., m], we can solve
:
k
;k+ki =$ij (Kronecker symbol), i=1, ..., m.
Thus :j.j=0 in | and therefore :j=0. Since j was arbitrary, this proves
the lemma. K
The existence of a nonzero critical point is a consequence of the following.
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Proposition 3. For each j # N,
(a) Ej has a local linking at the origin,
(b) Ej (u)  & as &u&   over any finite dimensional eigenspace,
(c) Ej satisfies both (PS) and (PS)* conditions over H.
Proof. For k as in assumption (H3), denote H1 the eigenspace
associated to the eigenvalues +1 , ..., +k and let H2 :=H =1 . The statement in
(a) means that there exists r>0 such that
sup
Br(0) & H1
Ej<0< inf
Br(0) & H2
E j .
This follows immediately from (H3) and the fact that (H4), (H5) imply
that both G and Gj are bounded by = |u|2+C= |u| p for arbitrarily small =.
As for (b) let Y be a subspace of H generated by a finite number of
eigenfunctions. Then there exists $>0, depending on Y, such that
|
0
a+ |u| p$ &u& p, \u # Y. (2)
Otherwise, a compactness argument would yield some u # Y with &u&=1
and 0 a
+ |u| p=0. This contradicts Lemma 2. Now, taking (2) into
account we see that there exist positive constants c1 , c2 , c3 such that
Ej (u)&u&2&c1 &u& p+c2 &u&q+c3 , \u # Y.
Since 2<q< p, this proves (b).
Concerning statement (c), for each n # N denote the eigenspace Yn :=
sp(.1 , ..., .n). Let (un)/H be a (PS)* sequence with respect to (Yn), i.e.,
un # Yn , lim
n  
Ej (un)<, {Ej |Yn (un)  0.
We must prove that (un) has a convergent subsequence to a critical point
of Ej . By standard arguments it is in fact sufficient to prove that (un) is
bounded in H. Assume by contradiction that tn :=&un &  +. Up to a
subsequence, there exists a weak limit v0 of vn :=un tn . Fix any number
% # ]q, p[. Since %Ej (un)&{Ej (un) uno(tn),
\%2&1+ t2n+|0 a+( g(un) un&%G(un))+|0 a&(%Gj (un)&gj (un) un)
\%2&1+ + |0 u2n+o(tn).
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From property (A2) we deduce that, for some C>0,
t2n+|
0
a+ |un | p+|
0
a& |un | qC |
0
u2n+o(tn). (3)
In particular,
|
0
|a| |un | qC |
0
u2n+o(tn),
so that
tq&2n |
0
|a| |vn |q is bounded.
Since q>2 and vn  v0 in Lq(0), we conclude 0 |a| |v0 |
q=0. By assump-
tion, a(x){0 a.e. in 0 and so we must have v0=0. In particular, 0 v
2
n  0.
But (3) implies 1C 0 v
2
n+o(1), a contradiction. This proves the (PS)*
condition. A similar (and easier) argument yields the (PS) condition for E j ,
namely that any sequence (un)/H with lim Ej (un)< and lim &{Ej (un)&
=0 has a convergent subsequence to a critical point of Ej . K
According to the quoted local linking theorem, Ej admits a nonzero criti-
cal point uj . Then uj # C2(0) & C 1(0 ) and is a solution for problem (P)+, j .
In the following we may of course assume aj&uj&L(0) , otherwise we are
done. An inspection of the proof of that theorem shows that either
Ej (uj)0 or else uj is constructed through a minimax procedure (precisely,
through a variant of the well known Rabinowitz’s linking theorem). Denote
mj (uj) the Morse index of uj with respect to Ej , that is the supremum of
the dimensions of the linear subspaces of H on which the quadratic form
D2Ej (uj) is negative definite. Standard estimates on the Morse index (see,
e.g., [13; 17; 16; Th. 10.17]) imply then the following: up to a subsequence,
either Ej (uj)0, \j, or mj (u j)k+1, \j.
In Section 2 we prove that in the first situation the sequence (uj) is bounded
in H 10(0). Elliptic regularity implies then that (uj) is also bounded in
L(0) and thus uj is a solution of the original problem for large j. In Sec-
tion 3 we use a blow-up argument to show that if (mj (uj)) is bounded then
(uj) is bounded in L(0) and this will complete the proof of Theorem 1.
We note that it is most likely that in fact mj (uj)k+1 in any case, as the
proof of the local linking suggests; however, in Section 3 we shall need the
main estimates deduces in Section 2.
Our blow-up arguments in Section 3 rely on some new Liouville type
theorems. Since these results may be of intrinsic interest, we state them in
a separate section (Section 4).
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2. THE BOUNDED ENERGY CASE
Let uj # C2(0) & C 1(0 ) be a sequence of solutions of problems (P)+, j .
Denote tj=&uj& and &uj &2=&u j&L2(0) . We must prove that (t j) is bounded.
Let
S+j :=|
0
a+
g(uj) uj
t2j
, S&j :=|
0
a&
gj (u j) u j
t2j
.
Proposition 4. Under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H5), (S &j ) is bounded.
Proof. (1) Let /: RN  [0, 1] be a smooth function. Denote by n the
unit outward normal of 0&. We compute
div Uj :=div(a/({uj , {a) {uj& 12a/ |{uj |
2 {a)=a/({uj , {a) 2u j
+/({uj , {a)2+a/ :
i, k
2a
xi xk
uj
xi
u j
xk
&/ |{a| 2
|{uj |2
2
&a/
|{uj |2
2
2a+a({uj , {a)({u j , {/)&a
|{uj | 2
2
({/, {a).
Integrate over 0& to deduce
|
0&
a/({u j , {a) 2uj=|
0&
(Uj , n)+O(t2j ).
Similarly,
div Vj :=div(a2/Gj (u j) {a)=a2/gj (uj)({u j , {a)
+2a |{a|2 /Gj (uj)+a2Gj (uj)({/, {a)+a2/Gj (uj) 2a,
so that, since Vj vanishes on 0&,
|
0&
a2/gj (uj)({uj , {a)
=2 |
0&
a& |{a|2 /Gj (uj)&|
0&
a2Gj (uj)({/, {a)&|
0&
a2/Gj (u j) 2a.
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Observe also that, according to properties (A3)(A4), Gj is bounded below,
uniformly in j. Multiply the equation in (P)+, j by a/({uj , {a) and use the
above identities to deduce
2 |
0&
a& |{a|2 /Gj (uj)C |
0&
a2Gj (uj)+O(t2j )&|
0&
(Uj , n) (4)
for some C>0.
(2) Multiply the equation in (P)+, j by auj and integrate over 0& to
deduce
|
0&
a2gj (u j) u j=O(t2j ). (5)
This, combined with (4) and property (A4) yields
|
0&
a& |{a|2 /gj (uj) ujO(t2j )&D |
0&
(Uj , n) (6)
for some D>0.
(3) For = given by (H1), let
00= :=[x # 0
& : dist(x, 00)<=].
Choose / as in Step 1 with the additional property that /=1 over 00=2 and
/(x)=0 for every x # 0& such that dist(x, 00)=. We claim that
|
0&
(U j , n)0.
Indeed, from the expression of Uj we see that we only have to consider
points x # 0& & 0 such that dist(x, 00)=. Since uj vanishes on 0, we
have {uj (x)=({uj (x), &(x)) &(x) so that, from (H1),
(Uj (x), n(x))= 12a(x) /(x) |{uj (x)|
2 ({a(x), &(x))0,
and this proves the claim.
(4) We now use assumption (H2). Since inf0 =0 |{a|>0, it follows
from (6) and Step 3 that
|
0 =
0
a&g j (uj) uj=O(t2j ).
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But clearly (5) shows that also
|
0&"0 =
0
a&gj (uj) uj=O(t2j )
and this gives the conclusion. K
Now we can prove that (tj) is bounded. Indeed, multiply the equation in
(P)+, j by uj and integrate over 0 to obtain
S+j =S
&
j +1&+ &u j&
2
2t
2
j . (7)
In particular, (S +j ) is also bounded. Up to subsequences, let
S\ :=lim S \j # R. Multiply the equation in (P)+, j by auj and integrate
over 0 to obtain
|
0
(a+)2 g(uj) u j+|
0
(a&)2 g j (uj) uj=O(t2j ).
From property (A3) we deduce
|
0
a2 |u j |q=|
0
(a+)2 |uj |q+|
0
(a&)2 |uj |q=O(t2j ). (8)
Suppose by contradiction that t j  +. From (8) we deduce (compare
with (3) above) that, up to a subsequence, (uj tj) converges weakly to zero.
Then (7) implies
S+=S&+1. (9)
Now we use the fact that (Ej (uj)) is bounded above. Precisely, since
qEj (uj)&{Ej (uj) uj0 we have
|
0
a+( g(uj) u j&qG(uj))|
0
a&( g j (u j) u j&qGj (uj))+o(t2j ).
Let $>0. From property (A1) we see that, for large j,
\1&qp&$+ S+j \1&
q
p
+$+ S&j +o(1).
Hence
\1&qp&$+ S+\1&
q
p
+$+ S&, \$>0.
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Letting $  0 we conclude S+S& and this contradicts (9). Thus (tj) is
bounded in case (Ej (uj)) is bounded above as claimed in Section 1.
3. THE BOUNDED MORSE INDEX CASE
Let uj # C2(0) & C 1(0 ) be a sequence of solutions of problems (P)+, j . In
this section we suppose that m j (uj)k+1 and prove that, at least for a
subsequence, &uj& :=&uj &L(0) is bounded. Assume by contradiction that
Mj :=&uj&=max
0
uj=uj (xj)  
for some xj # 0 (the case Mj=max0(&uj) is similar). For a given sequence
*j  0, define
vj (x) :=
uj (*jx+xj)
Mj
, x # 0j :=
1
*j
(0&xj).
We may assume xj  x0 # 0 . In the sequel we need to consider several
cases depending upon the localization of x0 in 0 . Although each of them
requires some particular technical argument, the underlying idea will be
the same for each case: The sequence of blow-up functions converges to a
nonzero function v satisfying a limit boundary value problem, while the
boundedness of their Morse indexes yields some integrability properties for
v. On the other hand, these latter properties are shown to imply v=0 and
this is a contradiction. Thus (&uj&) is bounded and this ends the proof of
Theorem 1.
Lemma 5. We have a(x0)0.
Proof. If a(x0)<0 then a&(x j)= for some =>0 and every j large.
Since 2uj (xj)0, the equation in (P)+, j together with property (A3) imply
the contradiction
+=C1 M q&2j &=C2M
&2
j . K
Now, four different cases may occur.
Case A. Suppose x0 # 0 and a(x0)>0. Let then * j be given by
*2j M
p&2
j =1.
Denoting a\j (x) :=a
\
j (*jx+x j), we see that vj satisfies
2vj++*2j vj+%j (x)=0, x # 0j ,
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where
%j (x) :=a+j (x)
g(Mj vj)
M p&1j
&a&j (x)
gj (Mj vj)
M p&1j
.
Since %j is uniformly bounded and x0 # 0, elliptic estimates imply that over
any ball BR(0) and up to a subsequence, vj  v in W2, r & C1, ; (r>N,
0<;<1) and v(0)=1 (see [10, p. 889]). Observe that, since a(x0)>0,
%j (x)  a(x0) |v(x)| p&2 v(x) for every point x # RN. Therefore, by the
arguments in [10], v is defined in all of RN, is C2 and satisfies
2v+a(x0) |v| p&2 v=0, x # RN.
For every function . # H1(RN), let
E"(v) ., . :=|
RN
|{.| 2&a(x0)( p&1) |
RN
|v| p&2 .2. (10)
Our next lemma states that v has finite index in the sense of the defini-
tion given at the beginning of Section 4.
Lemma 6. There exists R0>0 such that E"(v) ., .0 for every
. # H 10(R
N"BR0(0)).
Proof. Let . # D(RN) be such that E"(v) ., .<0. The uniform con-
vergence of vj to v on compact sets implies that
Ij :=|
RN
|{.| 2&+*2j |
RN
.2&|
RN \a+j
g$(Mjv j)
M p&2j
&a&j
g$j (Mj vj)
M p&2j + .2<0
for large j. Defining /j (x) :=.((x&x j)*j), we see that / j # D(0) and
D2Ej (uj) / j , /j=*N&2j Ij<0.
Since (mj (uj)) is bounded, the lemma follows easily. K
It follows from Lemma 6 and Proposition 10 in Section 4 that v=0. This
contradicts v(0)=1 and ends the proof of Theorem 1 if case A holds.
Case B. Suppose x0 # 0 and a(x0)>0. Again we take *2j M
p&2
j =1.
Denote
dj :=dist(xj , 0)=|xj&zj |  0
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for some zj # 0. In case dj * j   we see that, for every x # RN,
*j x+xj # 0 for large j, so that we can proceed exactly as in Case A. Sup-
pose now that, for a subsequence,
dj
*j
 d0 # [0, [.
For completeness, we sketch a proof of the elementary facts stated in Lem-
mas 7 and 8 below. We denote &(!) the unit outward normal of 0 at the
point ! # 0. Let
| :=[x # RN : (&(x0), x)<d0].
Lemma 7. If x # | then *j x+xj # 0 for large j.
Proof. Denote x=(x$, xN) # RN&1_R for any x. We may assume that,
near x0 , 0 (resp. 0) consists of the points x such that xN<.(x$) (resp.
xN=.(x$)) where . is a real C 1 function defined in a neighborhood of x$0 .
Moreover, with the above notations, the unit outward normal & is given by
&(!)={%(!)|{%(!)| where %(x) :=xN&.(x$), and z j&x j=d j &(zj) for
large j.
Let =>0 be given. Using the uniform continuity of {% we see that, for
large j,
%(*jx+xj)%(zj)+=(dj+*j |x| )+({%(zj), *jx+x j&zj).
Divide the above expression by *j |{%(zj)|. Since %(z0)=0 and |{%(zj)|1,
we must prove that
= \d j* j+|x|++(&(zj), x)<
dj
* j
. (11)
Now, since dj * j is bounded and (&(x0), x)<d0 , (11) holds for small = and
large j and this proves the lemma. K
Thanks to Lemma 7, the arguments in [10] imply that (vj) has a limit
function v (uniformly on compact subsets of |) which satisfies v(0)=1 and
2v+a(x0) |v| p&2 v=0, x # |. (12)
Our next lemma shows that we can continuously extend v by setting
v(x)=0, x # |. (13)
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Lemma 8. Let R>0. There exists C>0 such that for any x # | & BR(0)
there exists j(x) such that
|vj (x)|C(d0&(&(x0), x))+o(1), \j j(x).
Proof. Since (vj) is uniformly bounded, we have by elliptic regularity up
to the boundary that ( |{vj | ) is uniformly bounded on compact sets. Denote
yj # 0 the projection of *jx+xj in 0, i.e.,
yj=*jx+xj+;j&( yj), ;j :=dist(* jx+x j , 0).
The sequences (zj&xj)*j , ( yj&xj)*j , ( yj&z j)* j are bounded. Moreover,
by a uniform continuity argument similar to the one in Lemma 7,
\&(x0), zj& yj* j + 0 as j  . (14)
Therefore, as long as x remains bounded,
|vj (x)|= } v j (x)&vj \y j&x j*j + }

C
*j
|*jx+xj& yj |=
C
*j
;j
=C \dj*j&(&( y j), x)++
C
*j
[(&(zj), x j&zj)+(&( yj), yj&xj)].
Since zj  x0 and yj  x0 , the conclusion follows from (14). K
Let v satisfy (12), (13). Observe that since v(0){0 we must have d0>0.
By elliptic regularity up to the boundary, v # C1(| ). As in Lemma 6, there
exists R0>0 such that E"(v) defined as in (10) satisfies E"(v) ., .0 for
every . # H 10(|"BR0(0)). Hence Proposition 11 implies v=0. This con-
tradicts v(0)=1 and ends the proof of Theorem 1 if Case B holds.
Case C. Suppose x0 # 0 and a(x0)=0. Let *j be given by
*3j M
p&2
j =1.
Following [7], introduce
$j :=dist(xj , 00)=|x j&zj |  0
for some zj # 00.
Lemma 9. If a(xj)0 then limj   $j *j=0.
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Proof. If a(xj)0 then assumption (H2) implies a&(xj)=$j for some
=>0 and every j large. As in Lemma 5, this implies $jCM q&2j for some
C>0. Since 3q& p>4 (cf. (1)), the conclusion follows. K
Now, for given :j>0, define
vj (x) :=
uj (*j:j x+xj)
Mj
. (15)
Then vj satisfies
2vj++*2j :
2
j vj+% j (x)=0,
where
%j (x) :=
:2j
*j _a+(*j :j x+xj)
g(Mjvj)
M p&1j
&a&(*j :jx+xj)
gj (Mj vj)
M p&1j & .
For large j, $ j :=\({a(zj), xj&zj)|{a(zj)| where the plus and the minus
sign occur according as xj # 0+ or x j # 0&. Taylor formula then reads as
a(*j:j x+xj)= \|{a(zj)| $ j+*j:j ({a(zj), x)+O(*2j :
2
j |x|
2+$2j ). (16)
Suppose first that $j *j  . Then, by Lemma 9, xj # 0+. By choosing
:2j =*j $ j we see from (16) that (:
2
j * j) a(* j :jx+xj) is uniformly bounded
and positive as long as x remains bounded and j is large. Proceeding as in
Case A, we duce that (vj) has a limit function v, uniformly on compact sets,
which satisfies
2v+|{a(x0)| |v| p&_2 v=0, x # RN.
Using Proposition 10 (and a slight change in Lemma 6) we deduce that
v=0 and this contradicts v(0)=1.
So, from now on let us assume that, up to a subsequence,
$j
*j
 $0 # [0, [.
Then we take :j=1 in (15). Since (%j) is uniformly bounded on compact
sets, (vj) has a sublimit v in every ball of RN. Up to a subsequence, define
(see Section 1),
l :=lim
aj
Mj
# [0, 1].
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Let f # C1([&1, 1]; R) be given by
p&1
q&1
l p&q |s| q&2 s+
q&p
q&1
l p&1, for sl;
f (s) :={ |s| p&2 s, for |s|l;p&1q&1 l p&q |s| q&2 s&q&pq&1 l p&1, for s&l.
Using the asymptotic formulas (51) one easily sees that, for every x # RN,
lim
j  
gj (Mjvj (x))
M p&1j
= f (v(x)). (17)
Recall also that if $0>0 then, by Lemma 9, xj # 0+. Thus, denoting
;(x) :=$0 |{a(x0)|+({a(x0), x), (18)
we conclude by (16), (17) that, uniformly on compact sets, (vj) has a non-
zero limit function v satisfying
2v+;+(x) |v| p&2 v&;&(x) f (v)=0, x # RN. (19)
Using an affine change of coordinates, we may assume ; is the linear pro-
jection ;(x)=xN for x=(x$, xN) # RN&1_R, so that (19) becomes
2v+x+N |v|
p&2 v&x&N f (v)=0, x # R
N. (20)
Recall also (cf. Lemma 6) that there exists R0>0 such that E"(v) ., .0,
\. # H 10(R
N"BR0(0)), where now E"(v) is given by
E"(v) ., . :=|
RN
|{.| 2&( p&1) |
RN
x+N |v|
p&2 .2+|
RN
x&N f $(v) .
2.
(21)
At this point we state some properties of the function f. The proofs of
(B1)(B3) below are similar and easier than the ones in Section 5 and
therefore we omit them. We denote F(s) :=s0 f (!) d!. Observe that if l=0
then f =0. On the other hand, if l{0 then there is C>0 (e.g., C=l p&13)
such that, for every s # [&1, 1],
(B1) qF(s) f (s) spF(s),
(B2) C |s| p f (s) s|s| p,
(B3) f $(s) s2&( p&1) f (s) s0.
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Using Propositions 12 or 16 (see Section 4) according to whether l{0
or l=0, we conclude that v=0. However, by construction, v{0. This ends
the proof of Theorem 1 if Case C holds.
Case D. Suppose x0 # 0 and a(x0)=0. We briefly show how to adapt
the arguments of Case C. We use the previous notations $j=dist(xj , 00),
dj=dist(xj , 0) and (up to subsequences),
*3j M
p&2
j =1, $0=lim
$j
*j
, d0=lim
dj
*j
.
Suppose first $0=. Using the blow-up functions (15) with :2j =* j$ j , we
arrive at the limit problem
2v+|{a(x0)| |v| p&2 v=0, for all x s.t. (&(x0), x)<d 0 ,
where (up to a subsequence) d 0 :=lim dj * j:j # [0, ]. Moreover, in case
d 0<, v(x)=0 for x such that (&(x0), x)=d 0 . The argument in Case B
leads to v=0.
Suppose now $0<. Using the blow-up functions (15) with : j=1, we
arrive at the limit equation
2v+;+(x) |v| p&2 v&;&(x) f (v)=0, x # | :=[x : (&(x0), x)<d0],
where ; is given in (18). If d0=, Propositions 12 and 16 imply v=0. So
assume d0<. Then v=0 on |. Using an affine change of coordinates,
we may assume v satisfies
2v+x+N |v|
p&2 v&x&N f (v)=0, for all x s.t. ( y, x)<c,
for some c # R and y # RN with y{0 and yN0. Moreover, v(x)=0 for x
such that ( y, x)=c. Propositions 15 and 17 imply v=0. However, by con-
struction v{0. This ends the proof if Case D holds and completes the
proof of Theorem 1.
4. SOME NONLINEAR LIOUVILLE THEOREMS
In the proof of Theorem 1 (Section 3) we used some results that we now
state and prove. They concern bounded solutions v # C 2(|; R) of equation
2v+ f (x, v)=0, x # |,
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where |/RN is an open set and f # C(|_R; R) is C1 in v. For every func-
tion . # H1(|), let
E"(v) ., . :=|
|
|{.|2&|
|
f
v
(x, v) .2.
Definition. We say that v has finite index if there exists R0>0 such
that
E"(v) ., .0, \. # H 10(|"BR0(0)).
We first state a result from [6]. We include a short proof since ours is
somewhat less tricky then the one in [6]. Our argument can then be easily
adapted to treat the more involved results at the end of the section. We
denote 2*=2N(N&2) for any N2.
Proposition 10 [6]. Let v # C2(RN) be bounded and satisfy, for some
l>0, 2< p<2*,
2v+l |v| p&2 v=0, x # RN.
If v has finite index then v=0.
Proof. We may assume l=1. For each R, denote BR :=BR(0),
BcR :=R
N"BR(0).
(1) For large R, let . # D(RN) be such that .=1 over BR"B2R0 ,
.=0 over BR0 _ B
c
2R . Observe that |{.(x)|CR for every x # B
c
R , for
some constant C depending only on the dimension N. From now on we
denote by C some positive, possibly different from place to place, constant
which does not depend on R. We prove that v # L p(RN).
Multiply the equation by v.2 to obtain (all integrals are taken over RN
except when mentioned)
| |v| p .2=| .2 |{v|2+2 | .v({v {.). (22)
By assumption, E"(v) v., v.0, i.e.,
| v2 |{.|2+| .2 |{v|2+2 | .v({v {.)( p&1) | |v| p .2.
Since p>2, we thus see that
| |v| p .2+| |{v| 2 .2C | v2 |{.|2.
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In particular,
|
BR"B2R0
|v| pC \1+|B2R"BR v
2 |{.| 2+ ,
so that, for every R>2R0 ,
|
BR
|v| pC \1+R&2 |B2R v
2+ . (23)
Since v is bounded, BR |v|
p=O(RN). Thus, if N=2 the inequality in (23)
shows that  |v| p is finite. Let now N>2 and suppose by contradiction that
 |v| p is not finite. Then, for every large R,
|
BR
|v| pCR&2 |
B2R
v2. (24)
Ho lder inequality implies
R&2 |
B2R
v2C \|B2R |v|
p+
2p
R&:, (25)
where :=2&N(1&(2p))=2N((1p)&(12*))>0. Plugging this into
(24) we get, for k # N and some constant C (depending on k),
|
BR
|v| pCR&: \|B2 kR |v|
p+
(2p)k
CRN(2p)k&:.
Thus, taking k large enough, we may assume that the power is negative.
Letting R   shows v=0, a contradiction. Thus  |v| p is finite, as
claimed.
(2) For any R>0 choose now .=1 over BR , .=0 over Bc2R ,
&{.&CR&1. It follows from (22) that
|
BR
|{v|2C \|B2R |v|
p+R&2 |
B2R
v2+ .
Thus (25) implies that  |{v|2 is finite. Moreover, observing that, by
CauchySchwartz inequality,
} | v.({v, {.) }C \R&2 |B2R v
2+
12
\| |{v|2+
12
=o(1),
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we can pass (22) to the limit and conclude
| |{v| 2=| |v| p. (26)
(3) Since both  |{v|2 and  |v| p are finite, we may write Pohoz$ aev
identity (see, e.g., [12, 19]),
2*
p | |v|
p=| |{v|2.
This and (26) imply v=0. K
The above proof extends immediately to the following situation. Given
some nonzero vector y # RN and some c # R, let
| :=[x # RN : ( y, x)<c].
Proposition 11 [6]. Let v # C2(|) & C1(| ) be bounded and satisfy, for
some l>0, 2< p<2*,
2v+l |v| p&2 v=0 in |, v=0 on |.
If v has finite index then v=0.
Proof. (1) Let . # D(RN"BR0(0)) and denote 1 :=|"BR0(0) . Since
v. # H1(1 ) & C(1 ) and v. vanishes on the locally Lipschitz boundary 1,
it follows that v. # H 10(1 ) (see, e.g., [11]). Thus, by our assumption,
E"(v) v., v.0. As a consequence, the arguments in the proof of Proposi-
tion 10 can be repeated step by step and yield
|
|
|{v|2=|
|
|v| p<. (27)
(2) We now use Pohoz$ aev identity,
2*
p || |v|
p=|
|
|{v| 2+
1
N&2 || |{v|
2 ((_& y0), &(x0)) d_,
where y0 # RN is arbitrary (see [12, Proposition 2.1]). By choosing, e.g.,
y0=d0 &(x0), we deduce
2*
p || |v|
p|
|
|{v| 2.
This together with (27) implies v=0. K
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We now consider the case where f (x, v)=xN |v| p&2 v. In fact, for our
purposes, we need to study a more general nonlinear term. So, let
f # C1([&1, 1]; R) satisfy, for some positive constants c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 and
every s # [&1, 1],
(B1) c1F(s) f (s) sc2F(s),
(B2) c3 |s| p f (s) sc4 |s| p,
(B3) f $(s) s2&( p&1) f (s) s0,
where F(s) :=s0 f (!) d!.
Proposition 12. Let v # C2(RN) be bounded with &v&1 and satisfy
2v+x+N |v|
p&2 v&x&N f (v)=0, x # R
N, (28)
where 2< p2* and f # C1([&1, 1]; R) satisfies (B1)(B3). If v has finite
index then v=0.
The proof of Proposition 12 relies on the following estimates. We denote
g(s) :=|s| p&2 s and G(s) :=|s| pp. Unless otherwise stated, all integrals are
taken over the whole space RN.
Lemma 13. Let v # C2(RN) satisfy (28) with f satisfying property (B1).
There exists C>0 such that, for every . # D(RN), .0,
(C1)  (x+N )
2 G(v) .2 + (x&N )
2 F(v) .2 |xN | .2 |{v|2+ |v| .2 |{v|
+2  |xN | |v| . |{v| |{.|.
(C2)  x+N G(v) . +  x
&
N F(v ) .  C ( |xN | |{v |
2 |{.| +  . |{v|2 +
 (x+N )
2 G(v) |{.|+(x&N )
2 F(v) |{.| ).
(C3) [xN0] G(v) . + [xN0] F(v) .  C ( |{v |
2 |{. | +  x+N G(v)
|{.|+ x&N F(v) |{.| ).
Proof. Multiply the equation by xNv.2 and integrate over RN. Taking
property (B1) into account, the first inequality follows readily.
Denote eN the unit vector (0, 0, ..., 1). Since
div U :=div \. vxN {v&.
|{v|2
2
eN+
=.
v
xN
2v+
v
xN
({., {v)&
.
xN
|{v| 2
2
,
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we deduce
| .
v
xN
2v=|
.
xN
|{v|2
2
&|
v
xN
({., {v). (29)
Since
div V :=div(xNG(v) .eN)=G(v) .+xN g(v)
v
xN
.+xNG(v)
.
xN
and V vanishes on [xN=0], we deduce
| x+N g(v)
v
xN
.= &|
[xN0]
G(v) .&|
[xN0]
xNG(v)
.
xN
. (30)
Similarly,
&| x&N f (v)
v
xN
.=&|
[xN0]
F(v) .&|
[xN0]
xNF(v)
.
xN
. (31)
Multiply the equation by .(vxN). If we add term by term identities (29),
(30) and (31), inequality (C3) follows readily. As for (C2), multiply the
equation by .xN(vxN) and integrate both div(xNU) and div(xNV) over
[xN0] (see the proof of Proposition 4 for the computations). Proceed
similarly over [xN0] and add the obtained identities. Then we get
(C2). K
Lemma 14. Let v # C2(RN) satisfy (26) with f satisfying properties (B1)
and (B2). There exists some constant C>0 such that, for every R>0,
(D1) BR x
2
N |v|
pC B2R |xN | |{v|
2+C(B2R v
2)12 (B2R |{v|
2)12.
(D2) BR |xN | |v|
pCR&1 B2R x
2
N |v|
p+C B2R |{v|
2.
(D3) BR |v|
pCR&1(B2R |xN | |v|
p+B2R |{v|
2).
Proof. This follows readily from Lemma 13 together with properties
(B1)(B2), by choosing functions . with 0.1, .=1 over BR , .=0
over RN"B2R . K
Proof of Proposition 12. (1) As before, denote BR=BR(0), BcR=
RN"BR(0). For large R, let . # D(RN) be such that .=1 over BR"B2R0 ,
.=0 over BR0 _ B
c
2R . From now on we denote by C some positive,
possibly different from place to place, constant which does not depend on R.
Multiply the equation by v.2 to obtain
| (x+N g(v) v&x&N f (v) v) .2=| .2 |{v|2+2 | .v({v, {.). (32)
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Property (B3) and the assumption E"(v) v., v.0 imply
| v2 |{.|2+| .2 |{v|2+2 | .v({v, {.)
| x+N ( g$(v) v2&x&N f $(v) v2) .2
( p&1) | (x+N g(v) v&x&N f (v) v) .2.
This together with (32) implies
| |{v| 2 .2C | v2 |{.|2.
As in (23) it follows that, for large R,
|
BR2
|{v| 2C \1+R&2 |BR v
2+ . (33)
(2) Assume first N3. Then BR v
2CRN with N>2. More
generally, suppose there exist C>0, :>2 such that, for every large R,
|
BR
v2CR:. (34)
Then, from (33), BR2 |{v|
2CR:&2. In a recurrent way, inequalities
(D1)(D3) imply
|
BR4
x2N |v|
pCR:&1, |
BR8
|xN | |v| pCR:&2, |
BR16
|v| pCR:&3.
By Ho lder inequality,
|
BR16
|v| 2C \|BR16 |v|
p+
2p
RN(1&2p)
CR (:&3) 2pR2+2N(12*&1p).
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Thus we see that (34) implies, for every large R,
|
BR
|v|2CR(:&3)(2p)+2. (35)
If we iterate the argument starting from (35) we conclude that after a finite
number k of steps there exist C0 , R0 depending on k such that, for every
RR0 ,
|
BR
|v|2C0R(:&3)(2p)
k&(2p)k&1& } } } &2p+2
C0R[(:&3)(2p)
k&1&1] 2p+2.
Taking :=N in (34) and choosing k large so that (N&3)(2p)k&1<1 we
conclude that, for every large R,
|
BR
|v|2CR2. (36)
Since v is bounded, (36) also holds if N=2.
(3) Combining (33) and (36) we see that  |{v|2 is finite. In a
recurrent way, inequalities (D1) and (D2) imply  |xN | |v| p is also finite.
Then (D3) shows that v=0. K
Proposition 12 extends easily to the following situation. Given some
nonzero vector y=( y1 , ..., yN) # RN and some c # R, let
| :=[x # RN : ( y, x)<c].
Proposition 15. Let v # C2(|) & C 1(| ) be bounded with &v&1 and
satisfy
2v+x+N |v|
p&2 v&x&N f (v)=0 in |, v=0 on |,
where 2< p2* and f # C1([&1, 1]; R) satisfies (B1)(B3). Suppose
moreover
yN0.
If v has finite index then v=0.
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Proof. This follows exactly as in Proposition 12 once we show that the
estimates in Lemma 13 hold true (with the integrals taken over |). An
inspection of the proof in Lemma 13 shows that (C1) and (C2) remain
unchanged. As for (C3), simply observe that now the right hand member
of (29) has an extra term
|
| \.
v
xN
({v, y)&.
|{v|2
2
yN+ .
Since v vanishes on |, we have {v=({v, y) y, so that, on |, the above
function reads as
1
2. |{v|
2 yN0.
Thus (29) becomes an inequality, and this suffices to deduce (C3). K
We now consider the case where f (x, v)=x+N |v|
p&2 v. If N=2, this case
follows exactly as in the previous one. However, if N3, we need to use
a somewhat more involved argument.
Proposition 16. Let v # C2(RN) be bounded and satisfy
2v+x+N |v|
p&2 v=0, x # RN,
where 2< p<2*. If v has finite index then v=0.
Proof. (1) As observed before, we may already assume N>2. In the
following we denote B+R :=BR(0) & [x # R
N : xN0]. We first collect the
four main estimates which will be needed in the sequel: There exists C>0
and k # [23, 1[ such that, for every large R,
(i) BR x
+
N |v|
p+BR |{v|
2C(1+R&2 B2R v
2),
(ii) BR+ |v|
pCR&1(B2R x
+
N |v|
p+B2R |{v|
2),
(iii) BR x
+
N |v|
p&2CRN&2,
(iv) BR x
+
N |v|
pCRN( p&2)3p(B+2R |v|
p)k.
Indeed, (ii) follows as in (D3) of Lemma 14, while (i) follows by the
assumption E"(v) v., v.0, as in the proof of Propositions 10 and 12.
Here, as before, . # D(RN) is such that .=1 over BR"B2R0 , .=0 over
BR0 _ B
c
2R . Using now the fact that E"(v) ., .0 for every such ., (iii)
follows readily. As for (iv), again we use our assumption E"(v) x+N .v,
x+N .v0. A tedious but easy computation shows that this implies
|
BR
(x+N )
3 |v| pC \1+|B+2R v
2+ .
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From this and Ho lder inequality we deduce
|
BR
x+N |v|
p\|BR (x
+
N )
3 |v| p+
13
\|BR+ |v|
p+
23
C \|B+2R |v|
p+
23
+C \|B+2R v
2+
13
\|B+2R |v|
p+
23
C \|B+2R |v|
p+
23
+CRN( p&2)3p \|B+2R |v|
p+
23(1+1p)
CRN( p&2)3p \|B+2R |v|
p+
k
for every large R, where k=23(1+1p). Observe that indeed k # [23, 1[.
(2) In the following we argue by contradiction and suppose v{0.
We claim that, for every large R,
R&2 |
B2R
v21. (37)
Indeed, otherwise we would have B2Rj v
2R2j for some sequence Rj  .
Using estimates (i) and (ii) we would deduce
|
B+Rj 2
|v| pCR&1j .
Thus v=0 over [xN0]. By unique continuation, v=0, contradicting our
assumption v{0. Thus (37) holds. In particular, (37) and Ho lder
inequality,
R&2 |
B2R
v2\|B2R |v|
p+
2p
RN(1&2p)&2, (38)
imply
|
RN
|v| p=. (39)
(3) We now claim that there exist C>0 and :j   such that, for
every j,
|
B8:j
|v| pC |
B:j
|v| p. (40)
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Indeed, denote ==(18)N+1 and suppose by contradiction that, for every
large R,
|
BR
|v| p= |
B8R
|v| p.
Then, for every large R and every k # N,
|
BR
|v| p=k |
B8 kR
|v| pc=k(8kR)N=cRN( 18)
k,
where c depends only on the dimension N. It follows that BR |v|
p=0 for
every large R. Thus v=0, contrarily to our assumption v{0. Thus (40)
holds.
(4) For (:j) given in Step 3, and taking (37), (38), (40) into account,
we rewrite estimates (i)(iv) as follows:
(v) 4:j x
+
N |v|
p+4:j |{v|
2C(B:j |v|
p)2p :N(1&(2p))&2j ,
(vi) B+2:j
|v| pC:&1j (B4:j x
+
N |v|
p+B4:j |{v|
2),
(vii) B:j x
+
N |v|
p&2C:N&2j ,
(viii) B:j x
+
N |v|
pC:N(p&2)3pj (B+2:j
|v| p)k (k # [23, 1[).
(5) We now define a blow-up sequence as follows. Let *j be given by
* pj :=|
B:j
|v| p. (41)
It follows from (39) that *j  . Let
vj (x) :=;jv(:jx), where ;j :=:Npj *
&1
j . (42)
Then vj # C2(RN) satisfies
2vj++j x+N |vj |
p&2 v j=0, x # RN, (43)
where
+j=:3j ;
2&p
j =:
3&(Np)( p&2)
j *
p&2
j . (44)
Since p<2N(N&2)<2N(N&3), it follows that
lim
j  
+j=. (45)
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Denote 0=B1(0) and 0+=B1(0) & [x : xN>0]. Observe that, by defini-
tion,
|
0
|vj | p=1. (46)
Estimates (v)(viii) imply that vj satisfies, for some C>0 independent of j,
(ix) +j 0 x
+
N |vj |
p+0 |{vj |
2C,
(x) +j 0+ |v j |
pC,
(xi) +j 0 x
+
N |vj |
p&2C,
(xii) +j 0 x
+
N |vj |
p  0.
Indeed, it follows from (v) and our definitions (41), (42), (44) that
+j |
B4
x+N |vj |
p+|
B4
|{vj | 2=;2j :
2&N
j \|B4:j x
+
N |v|
p+|
B4:j
|{v|2+
=C;2j :
2&N
j *
2
j :
N(1&2p)&2
j =C, (47)
and this implies (ix). Similarly, using (vii) we see that
+j |
0
x+N |vj |
p&2=:2&Nj |
B:j
x+N |v|
p&2C,
which is estimate (xi). As for (x), we use (vi) and (47) to derive
+j |
B+2
|vj | p=;2j :
3&N
j |
B+2:j
|v| p
C;2j :
2&N
j \|B4:j x
+
N |v|
p+|
B4:j
|{v|2+
=C \+ j |B4 x
+
N |vj |
p+|
B4
|{vj |2+C. (48)
Finally, we use (48) and (viii) to deduce
|
0
x+N |vj |
p=; pj :
&N&1
j |
B:j
x+N |v|
p
C:&1j (;
p
j :
&N
j )
1&k \|B+2 |vj |
p+
k
:N( p&2)3pj
C:&1j (;
p
j :
&N
j )
1&k +&kj :
N( p&2)3p
j ,
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so that, writing 1&k=$ # ]0, 13],
+j |
0
x+N |vj |
pC(; pj :
&N
j + j)
$ : (N( p&2)3p)&1j
=C*&2$j :
3$(1&(N( p&2)3p))
j :
(N( p&2)3p)&1
j
C*&2$j ,
where we used the fact that p2N(N&3) and 3$1 in the last
inequality. This yields (xii).
(6) It follows from (xi) and (xii) that
lim
j  
+j |
0
x+N |vj |
p&1=0. (49)
Indeed, denoting =2j :=+j 0 x
+
n |vj |
p  0, we have
+j |
0
x+N |vj |
p&1=+j |
[ |vj |=j]
x+N |vj |
p&1++ j |
[ |vj |=j]
x+N |vj |
p&1
=j +j |
[ |vj |=j]
x+N |vj |
p&2+=&1j +j |
[ |vj |=j]
x+N |vj |
p
=j +j |
0
x+N |vj |
p&2+=&1j + j |
0
x+N |v j |
p
=j C+=j .
(7) We now arrive at a contradiction. It follows from (ix) and (46)
that, up to a subsequence, (vj) converges weakly in H1(0) and strongly in
L p(0) to some function w # H1(0) such that
|
0
|w| p=1. (50)
Let . be any function in D(0). We deduce from (43) and (49) that
|
0
({w, {.)=0.
Thus w # H1(0) and 2w=0. Elliptic regularity implies w # C2(0). On the
other hand, (x) and (45) imply w=0 in 0+. By unique continuation, w=0
in 0. This contradicts (50) and ends the proof of the proposition. K
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As before, Proposition 16 extends easily to the following situation. Given
some nonzero vector y=( y1 , ..., yN) # RN and some c # R, let
| :=[x # RN : ( y, x)<c].
Proposition 17. Let v # C2(|) & C1(| ) be bounded and satisfy
2v+x+N |v|
p&2 v=0 in |, v=0 on |,
where 2< p<2*. Suppose moreover
yN0.
If v has finite index then v=0.
Proof. As already observed in the proof of Proposition 15, we still have
the estimates (i)(iv) of Proposition 16. By repeating then the arguments of
the preceding proof, if v{0 we arrive at a limit function w # C2(0), w{0,
such that
2w=0 in 0 and |
0+
|w| p=0.
Here 0=B1(0) & [x: ( y, x)<0] and 0+=[x # 0 : xN>0]. The desired con-
tradiction follows, since 0+ is nonempty. Indeed, denoting eN=(0, 0, ..., 1)
the unit vector of RN, we have eN # 0+ if yN<0 and eN& y # 0+ if
yN=0. K
5. APPENDIX
In this section we prove properties (A1)(A4) stated in Section 1. For
given =>0, it follows easily from (H5) that there exists R>0 such that, for
|u|R,
\1&qp&=+ g(u) ug(u) u&qG(u)\1&
q
p
+=+ g(u) u.
We prove now the above second inequality for gj . We may assume R<aj
and u>aj (the case u<&aj is similar). Since g$(aj)=(q&1) Ajaq&2j and
g(aj)=Ajaq&1j +Bj , (H5) implies
Aj=
p&1
q&1
a p&qj +a
p&q
j o(1), Bj=
q&p
q&1
a p&1j +a
p&1
j o(1). (43)
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Now, Gj (u)=G(aj)+Aj (uqq)+Bju&Aj (aqj q)&Bjaj and qG(aj)((qp)
&(=2)) a pj for large j, so that it is enough to prove
\qp&1&=+ Aj uq+\
q
p
&q&=+ Bju\ qp&
=
2+ a pj &Aja pj &qBj aj .
Divide the inequality by a pj , use the asymptotic expressions for Aj , Bj and
denote v :=ua j1. We must prove that
:(v) :=\ qp&1+
p&1
q&1
vq+\ qp&q+
q&p
q&1
v&
( p&1)( p&q)
p
;(v) :=\= p&1q&1+o(1)+ vq+\=
q&p
q&1
+o(1)+ v& =2+o(1).
Since the coefficient of vq in ; is positive for large j, we may bound
;(v)\= p&1q&1+o(1)+ v+\=
q&p
q&1
+o(1)+ v&=2+o(1)
=(=+o(1)) v&
1
2
=+o(1)

1
2
=+o(1).
Thus we are led to prove that :0, i.e. that
%(v) :=vq&qv+q&10, \v1.
Now, %(1)=0 and %$0, and this establishes property (A1).
Property (A2) is obvious. As for (A3), observe that condition (1) implies
Aj2a p&qj 3 and |Bj |a
p&1
j 3 for large j. Thus, for u>aj (the case
u<&aj is similar),
gj (u) uAjuq&|Bj | u
2
3
a p&qj u
q&
1
3
a p&1j u
=
1
3
a p&qj u
q+
1
3
a pj \u
q
aqj
&
u
aj+
1
3
a p&qj u
q.
At last, observe that the first inequality in (A4) follows readily from
property (A1). In order to prove the second inequality, we show that there
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exist C>0, j0 # N such that G j (u)Cgj (u) u for every j j0 , u>aj .
Indeed, since q>1 and G(aj)2pa pj for large j, this is implied by
2
p
a pj +Aj
uq
q
+Bj u&Aj
aqj
q
&Bj ajC \Aj u
q
q
+Bju+ .
Using the asymptotic expressions for Aj , Bj , we are led to prove that for
C, j0 large,
(C&1) a&pj \Aj u
q
q
+Bju+$+o(1),
where $ :=(( p&q)pq)( p&1)+(1p)>0. That is, we must prove that
Aj
q
uq
aqj
+
Bj
a pj
u=
for some = and every uaj . Now, the left hand member equals
\p&1q&1
1
q
+o(1)+ u
q
aqj
+\q&pq&1+o(1)+
u
aj
\p&1q&1
1
q
+o(1)+ uaj+\
q&p
q&1
+o(1)+ ua j
=\q&p+1q +o(1)+
u
a j
,
and the claim follows from condition p&q<1 in (1).
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